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ABSTRACT
Could computational thinking be a strong tool for children to under-
stand complex 21st-century issues? Our knowledge is limited since
most designs focus on sequential programming and on the cognitive
aspects of computational thinking. This paper discusses a design
that integrates ill-structured socio-scientific issues with program-
ming and other computational concepts, in a playful andmeaningful
context. The design, called ChoiCo (Choices with Consequences),
builds on the idea of "integrated affordances" that enables layered
computational access, allowing children to be players and designers
of choice-driven simulation games. We elaborate on a design-based
research that studied children’s activity, who progressively played,
modified and co-created games that simulated real-world issues.
We describe four strategies developed by the children to make sense
of the simulated problems through a systems thinking approach.
We also discuss how they formulated these strategies by utilizing
the affordances of map design, data manipulation and coding.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Social and professional topics → Professional topics; Com-
puting education; Computational thinking; • Human-centered
computing→ Interaction design; Empirical studies in interaction
design; • Applied computing → Education; Computer-assisted
instruction.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Researchers, organizations, and educational stakeholders have
lately highlighted the importance of engaging children with authen-
tic, real-world problems for becoming responsible and sensitized
citizens [30]. However, the 21st-century world is full of complex, ill-
structured situations with multiple variables, unpredicting factors,
diverse choices with contradicting consequences. Examples of such
problems are the so-called socio-scientific issues (SSI), open-ended,
multifaceted, and dynamic issues and dilemmas involving both so-
cietal and scientific aspects, such as environmental and economic
sustainability, global warming, business ethics and unhealthy foods
[25]. Computing technologies, such as programming, games, and
simulations, could offer new affordances for representing and ex-
ploring these issues [6, 28]. In that sense, Computational Thinking
(CT) [34], apart from computer science and STEM education, could
also be a strong tool for children to realize, discuss and cope with
complex SSI.

In this paper, we argue that in order to support the develop-
ment of CT in a socio-scientific context, there is a need for new
designs that would promote and enhance a) a critical computational
thinking approach, in the sense of children utilizing computational
practices to think critically about complex and controversial is-
sues [13], and b) the systems thinking aspects of CT, since dealing
with SSIs requires a system-based analysis approach that differs
significantly form the sequential problem-solving applied in many
educational programming environments [2, 9].

In an attempt to address this challenge, we discuss a design,
called ChoiCo (Choices with Consequences), that allows the play,
modification, and creation of "choice-driven simulation games"
that deal with socio-scientific issues. ChoiCo (available on: http:
//etl.ppp.uoa.gr/choico/ )is a game authoring system that provides
the user with layered access to the game systemwith three intercon-
nected computational affordances: a) map GIS-based design of the
game scenewith amap editor, b) visual data editing of the game data
with an editable database and c) game rules and events program-
ming with a specialized programming language. To study children
learning activity when they played, modified and co-created games
in ChoiCo, we implemented design-based research with students
aged 13-15 years. The study aimed to answer the following research
questions:
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RQ1: What strategies children develop to understand and change
the system of a simulation game in ChoiCo,

RQ2: How children use these strategies to make sense of the
socio-scientific issue inherent in the game,

RQ3: Whether and how the integrated affordances of ChoiCo
enhance the development of these strategies.

The paper starts with reviewing the theoretical approaches that
framed our research and the relevant work on the topic. Next, it
describes the research methodology, followed by a presentation of
the analysis outcomes. It concludes with a discussion of the findings
concerning the research questions and their potential contribution
to the design of computational tools for understanding real-world,
complex problems.

2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
2.1 Computational and systems thinking for

socio-scientific issues
Computational thinking is founded on the idea that a set of practices
and concepts, traditionally used in computer science, can be utilized
for approaching and solving different problems computationally.
It is considered, by many researchers, as a new kind of literacy
that "everyone and not only computer scientists should develop"
[12, 34]. Since Papert [24] coined the term "algorithmic thinking"
in the late 80s, there has been a long work done to define the cogni-
tive elements but also the perspectives of computational thinking.
Today there is a consensus that computational thinking consists of
a) concepts, such as iteration, conditionals, variables, b) practices,
such as abstraction, pattern recognition and decomposition and
c) perspectives, namely the personal views about the world and
society designers develop when they apply concepts and practices
to create a computational artifact [4, 11]. The latter, concerns the
social dimension of computing which has always been a topic of re-
search and discussion. Constructionists [1] , like Papert and diSessa,
talked about the "social pillar" of a future computational literacy
underlying that, as any literacy, would affect and be affected by the
societal values and norms [8]. Later, Kafai and others underlined
the added value of programming as a means for self-expression,
peer collaboration, or solving transdisciplinary problems in STEAM
fields [12, 14, 22]. The relatively new framework of "critical compu-
tational thinking" [13, 20, 22] takes the previous approaches one
step further by seeing computational thinking as a tool for children
to engage with social challenges and unveil biases or possible equity
issues behind technologies. However, despite the significant theo-
retical elaborations on the interdependency between society and
computational thinking, most curricula, studies and designs still put
their primary focus on the cognitive development of computational
concepts and practices, as shown in recent reviews [12, 20, 28].
With the current need for preparing the youth for the dynamic and
multi-faced world problems [30], it is necessary to study deeper
how students may develop and use CT to understand, argue about
and respond to current social issues.

In this paper, we examine whether Computational Thinking, and
specifically its systems thinking practices, could contribute to chil-
dren’s understanding of the so-called socio-scientific issues (SSI).
SSI are multifaceted, contentious and ill-structured problems with
social and scientific aspects, consisting of numerous interconnected

variables, relations, and non-positivistic factors and dilemmas [25].
Examples of SSI are climate change, sustainable living, food con-
sumption habits, business ethics and alternative fuels. These issues
need action at many levels, present inertia risks and exponential
growth of the problem and its consequences at individual but also
global level. Due to their complexity and ambiguity, understanding
and responding to them requires a dynamic and cyclic problem-
solving approach that differs significantly from sequential problem-
solving and it is usually referred to as “systems thinking” [9, 33].
Systems thinking involves a subset of skills such as understand-
ing a system structure, recognize patterns and interconnections,
working in multiple levels of abstraction, predicting system be-
havior and reducing system complexity [2]. Recently, researchers
have claimed that systems thinking skills should be considered
part of computational thinking, in the sense of using computing
to analyze, understand, design, or redesign complex problems and
scientific phenomena [9, 22]. We believe that systems thinking, as
described above, could also contribute to bridging cognitive and
critical computational framings [13].

Despite the importance of systems thinking in understanding
multi-dimensional issues, there is a lack of designs that provide
children with accessible computational tools to create, manipulate,
modify, and test complex societal systems in a meaningful, for them,
context. On the one hand, most educational programming envi-
ronments were not originally developed for systems design but
rather for sequential, step-by-step algorithms. On the other hand,
simulation tools, such as NetLogo [33] or STELLA [27], have shown
that giving students access to system design through high-level
affordances can enhance their understanding of complex scientific
phenomena. However, it is hard to express and discuss the vague
and subjective variables of socio-cultural phenomena, such as in-
equality or personal food habits, with strict mathematical rules and
formulas required in that tools. It seems that there is a need for
designs that would highlight systems thinking core ideas, such as
variable interconnections, pattern spotting and event handling, and
at the same frame these ideas in a critical computational perspective
of discussion, questioning and doubt, which are essential processes
for dealing with current socio-scientific issues.

Aiming to address this challenge, we developed a digital environ-
ment that combines systems thinking with "critical game modding",
a term we use to describe the modification of games for socio-
scientific issues based on the framing of critical computational
thinking [13]. The online environment, called ChoiCo (Choices
with Consequences), allows the play and creation of "choice-driven
simulation games" that deal with socio-scientific issues through
a visualized system of available choices with contradicting conse-
quences to the game fields. All game elements, e.g. the choices, the
consequences, the rules, and the relations, are easily modifiable
by the user, who can create different versions of the represented
game system. In the study of this paper, children were progressively
engaged with a simulation game in three roles: players, modders
and designers.
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2.2 Game modding: a critical approach to
digital games

Several studies have shown the added value of educational games
as learning tools in different disciplines [6] [14]. Depending on
the pedagogy that frames the game-based activity design, learners
undertake different roles regarding their interaction with the game
system. In more traditional approaches, the aim is to learn through
the gameplay experience and the learner has the player’s role who
interacts with a fully functional pre-designed game. In that case,
the game content is a "black-box" built on the designers’ beliefs and
values, which are reflected into the gameplay as undoubtable truths.
When it comes to games with strong sociocultural elements, like
"the Sims", this could lead to severe inequities or biases inherent in
the gameplay. For some commercial games, a gamers community,
called "modders", develop new game versions to express their views
on certain game elements, from the mechanics and game maps
to the social messages delivered by the game [26]. Modding is
an excellent example of how programming can be used in a social
context for criticizing and adapting technology within a community.

In our design, we aim to bring modding into the classroom and
utilize it as a pedagogical activity for students to doubt the axioms
and values of socio-scientific simulation games. Modding differs
from designing a game from scratch, as the "modder" changes parts
of an already functional game aiming to integrate his/her ideas into
it. This eliminates the learning curve and technical issues faced in
creating a sophisticated game from scratch, allowing the student
to focus on the game content. It also differs from other practices
like "remixing" [14] or game expansions, in the part of maintaining
the original gameplay idea and mechanics and making focused
changes to specific elements, instead of creating a different game
by extending or using parts of an existing one. A small number
of studies have used modding as an educational activity, showing
its benefits to the learning process [10, 26]. However, they focused
mainly on students programming knowledge and skills, rather than
the social dimension of modding. In our approach, we see modding
as a chance for children to approach gaming technology from a
social perspective and express their views, and maybe solutions, on
socio-scientific issues through programming [18]. We do not ask
students to make specific modifications but rather to freely discuss
the game content and decide what values, axioms or mechanics
they would like to change to integrate their ideas.

2.3 Framing the design decisions of the ChoiCo
environment

To create an environment that would support meaningful game
modding activities for children, we first had to answer three de-
sign questions: a) which game/system elements should be open for
modification b) which computational affordances should offer the
environment for modding the game, and c) how children will be
triggered to modify the game in a meaningful way. In the follow-
ing paragraphs, we describe the design decisions that framed the
development of the ChoiCo environment and the games used in
this research.

2.3.1 A semi-transparent, "black-and-white" game system. ChoiCo
games represent the complexity of socio-scientific issues through

a system of choices, consequences, fields, rules and relations. The
player revolves in differentmap-like areas, making choices that have
arithmetic consequences to the game fields. The fields represent the
social and scientific axioms of the game e.g. Money, Pleasure, Health.
The aim is to make as many choices as possible without the game
fields cross specific "red lines", achieving, in that way, sustainability
in the game system. For making the game system accessible to
children, we employed the "black-and-white box" design approach
[16], in which the designer decides what elements of the game
system is useful to be open and modifiable by the player and makes
them accessible through high-level computational components.

In the "Design Mode", the user can modify and control the game
choices and their consequences values, the game scene, including its
graphics and levels, the fields, the system feedback, the ending rules,
the state of the choices, e.g. visibility, location, times of selection.
This transparency allows the user to doubt the original game values,
express his/her personal ideas on it and create new games that
approach, from the system lens, different socio-scientific issues. At
the same time, to prevent unnecessary and destructing technical
work and preserve the focus on the simulated issue, ChoiCo also
has some black boxes. These are parts of the game algorithm that
implement the core idea of all ChoiCo games: survive in the game
as long as possible by making choices that maintain the “system
balance”, a concept central to the systems thinking approach [2].
Our aim was to create a digital environment that would allow even
young and inexperienced students to participate in system design
and analysis through a familiar and relatable context; that of socio-
scientific games.

2.3.2 Integrated affordances. The affordances of a digital educa-
tional environment refer to the opportunities it offers to the learning
process by enabling actions between the digital artefact and the
user. The idea of integrating diverse affordances in educational en-
vironments has been used in designs for mathematics and science
education, showing that it can enable students to express ideas that
were not accessible before that integration [8, 19]. In ChoiCo, we
integrated three affordances which so far had been used only as sep-
arate learning tools in different scientific domains: a) map design,
with the use of a Geographic Information System (GIS) map editor,
for creating the game setting, the available choices, the game areas
and layers (Figure 2). The construction and design of maps can be
a means for introducing and implementing abstraction [15], one
of the core computational thinking practices b) Visual data editing
with an interactive database that represents the choices (rows) and
game fields (columns) (Figure 2). Since computational data have
become part of today’s life, the ability to collect, analyze and modify
them is considered a core 21st-century skill [11, 34]. However, very
few educational environments focus on this aspect of computational
thinking, especially with the use of databases [12, 28] c) Program-
ming of game rules with a block-based programming language
developed especially for ChoiCo with Blokcly library (Figure 3).
ChoiCo programming language, is not a stand-alone feature but it is
carefully connected with the two other computational affordances
to support simulation game design. It includes special commands
for programming feedback and ending conditions, event handling,
actions on the game map (e.g. hide choices, change background)
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Figure 1: Screenshot of a ChoiCo game in play mode. (Background: "Business photo created by 4045 - www.freepik.com")

Figure 2: A ChoiCo game in Designmode – The database columns represent the game fields, the rows the game choices, shown
also as points on the map, and the numerical values the consequences of each choice to the respected field, if selected by the
player

and variable manipulation. With the integration of the three affor-
dances, we aim to take computational thinking beyond coding and
computer science and connect it with other computational tools
and disciplines through game design.

2.3.3 Half-baked socio-scientific games. The idea of "half-baked ar-
tifacts" was proposed by Kynigos [17] as an approach for engaging
students with the discussion and modification of digital construc-
tions through didactical engineered "bugs" in their structure. We
adopted this approach to create "half-baked games", in the sense of
“fallible games”[18], aiming to challenge students doubt the game
values and axioms and modify them to express their ideas. The
half-baked ChoiCo games are fully functional in technical terms,
but they have logical or conceptual bugs engineered into their rules
or the consequences, which disrupt the game balance and flow.
The half-baked approach discussed here differs from traditional
debugging activities since the main aim is not to correct the code

but to raise discussions about the game system as a whole. Students
may follow different strategies to deal with the bug or even not fix
it at all but rather adapt the game around it.

"Eating Out", the first half-baked, simulates the eating habits
of urban life. The player is a citizen of a city who makes food
choices to maintain a healthy and pleasant, and affordable diet. Each
choice affects the 4 game fields Joy, Money, Health and Hunger.
We designed the game with two engineered bugs: one choice with
only arithmetically positive consequences, in contrast to all other
choices, and an irrational ending condition.

"CT Chef" (Computational Thinking Chef), the second half-
baked game, deals with the sustainable development of a restaurant.
The player, having the restaurant owner’s role, makes choices to
keep the restaurant open by balancing food quality, profit and reg-
ular customers (Figure 4). The available choices include the menu
dishes (e.g. salad, burger), the purchase of supplies in the storage
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Figure 3: Screenshot of ChoiCo block-based programming language that sets some game rules

Figure 4: Screenshot of "CT Chef" game - storage area. The game is available on: http://etl.ppp.uoa.gr/choico/

room (e.g. fresh vegetables, canned vegetables) and management
actions (e.g. advertising, upgrade). The choices affect the five game
fields: money, healthy food, customers per day, animal product
supplies, vegetable supplies. The gameplay involves balancing the
restaurant profit (Resources cost – Dish price), the food quality and
the number of customers per day.

We engineered 3 bugs into the game, each affecting a different
part of the system. The first was that only a few choices increase the
field “animal product supplies”, making it hard to balance the game.
The second was that the consequence value of three choices to the
field "customers per day" was significantly larger than the rest. The
third was an ending rule that ended the game when Money is below
15, with the initial value of Money being 20, making the game end
quick and in an irrational way. Both games deal with real-world
issues that include both objective (scientific) and subjective (social)
factors such as Joy and customers per day. The consequences to

the later factors represented our views about the issue, and we
expected students to doubt them.

3 THE STUDY
3.1 Research methodology and context
To investigate children computational thinking strategies when
dealing with complex issues through ChoiCo games, we organized
a design-based research [3] with junior high-school students. We
implemented the research during two school years and through
two repeated cycles of design, implementation, evaluation and re-
view. In the first cycle, 11 students played and modified the "Eating
Out" game and the analysis focused on how they applied known
computational thinking practices, such as pattern recognition and
automation [18]. In the second cycle, different students played the

http://etl.ppp.uoa.gr/choico/
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"CT Chef" game, and the analysis focused on emerging compu-
tational strategies for approaching the simulated socio-scientific
issues through the system lens. In the rest of the paper, we present
and discuss the analysis results of the second cycle. We organized
the second study as an activity of the school math club with a dura-
tion of 15 hours divided into 8 sessions. It took place in the school
computer laboratory with the presence of 1 researcher and 2 math
teachers. The participants were 8 students aged 13-14 years old
who participated voluntarily. According to their schoolteacher and
to the pre-questionnaire, they had medium to good performance in
K-12 school subject and they had been taught basic programming
concepts. They had no experience in working with systems, compu-
tational data, or game design. Five of them considered themselves
casual gamers. They worked in 4 groups of 2 members, with one
computer per group.

3.2 Task Design
For the activities, we adapted Lee’s et al. [21] three stages model of
progressive engagement with computational thinking "Use-Modify-
Create", to a three stages model for game modding "Play-Fix-Create
Mod". Students started by playing the half-baked game "CT Chef"
and discussing what they would change. In the second part, they
accessed the game structure in ChoiCo design mode, and they were
asked to improve it according to their ideas by first making small
modifications to the system (Fix). In the third stage (Create) they
collaboratively co-created a new version of the game that could
represent the same or a new issue, but it had to maintain the same
gameplay idea. Their role progressively changed from users/players
to evaluators/debuggers and finally to designers.

3.3 Data collection and analysis method
During the study, we collected a set of 6 different types of data
that included pre- and post-questionnaires from each student, inter-
views with each group, audio and screen recording of each group
with a total duration of 45 hours, student games, student work-
sheets and researcher diaries. The questionnaires consisted of 12
computational and systems thinking tasks some were designed
by the researcher, and others were adapted by a computational
thinking test used in CT studies [35] and by the Bebras Challenge
tasks[5]. The interviews were semi-structured and artifact-based
[4] with questions about student interaction with the game and
ChoiCo and the strategies they followed to recognize, modify, or
design new system elements.

We did a qualitative analysis of the dataset with NVIVO soft-
ware, using the "critical incident" as the analysis unit [29] as a
critical incident, we consider a representative moment of children
activity relevant to a) the expression and discussion of ideas on
the SSI, b) the expression, use or development of a computational
practice or concept c) uses of ChoiCo affordances significant to
the learning process. An incident usually consisted of a dialogue
combined with data from screen capturing, but it could also be a
single student utterance while interacting with the tool. Examples
of critical incidents are presented and analyzed in the next section.
The data analysis took place in two phases. After each meeting
with students, we identified critical incidents that we further an-
alyzed in NVIVO following the process of inductive coding. As a

basis for the codes, we used the Brennan and Resnick’s CT frame-
work [4] and systems thinking skills as described by Weintrop et. al
[31], while new codes emerged during the analysis. To strengthen
the codes, we triangulated the incidents with relevant interviews
and questionnaires data, creating connections between the data
sources. The emerged coding schema was developed according to
the research questions, and it was reviewed and evaluated by an
external researcher from the field of computer science education.
From the first analysis, about 400 critical incidents emerged. After
the end of the study, we analyzed the codes with queries looking for
patterns of critical incidents occurrences. Based on these patterns,
we created code relations and hyper-categories, resulting to 15
hyper-categories involving about 150 original codes. For instance,
the hyper-category "Game Questioning" involved codes related
to children expressing disagreement, objection or criticism to the
game elements, the hyper-category "ST Practices" involved codes
related to the use or discussion of systems thinking practices e.g.
level analysis, the hyper-category "Scientific Perspectives" involved
codes related to children analysis of the SSI through a scientific per-
spective, while the hyper-category "Personal Perspectives" codes
of children analyzing the SSI based on personal experiences and
values.

4 FINDINGS
By the end of the study, all teams had created two variations of
the original game, resulting in 8 game mods in total. From the data
analysis, we identified 4 computational strategies developed by the
students to approach and analyze the simulated socio-scientific
issue. In the following paragraphs, we briefly describe each of them
using an overview of all relevant data and examples of critical
incidents. In the presented incidents, we use aliases for student
names.

4.1 Abstracting the choices and consequences
Working efficiently in multiple levels of abstraction is considered a
central ability of systems thinking [31]. In this study, students devel-
oped a level-based strategy, as described by Wilensky and Resnick
[33], to analyze and modify the simulation game. They approached
and interpreted the game elements, i.e. the choices, in three levels of
abstraction: a) in micro-level in which they perceived every choice
as a single object that acted and behaved individually in the game
system. In that level, they usually determined the choice conse-
quences based on personal or random criteria, ignoring its effect
on the game system b) in mid-level, in which they detected choices
with common behaviours and grouped them in more general sets,
or sub-sets, accordingly. For instance, two groups described the
category "menu foods" in which all choices inherit the rule that
"they always increase money and decrease one or both of animal
resources, vegetable resources". In this level, they perceived each
choice as an instance created by an abstract template, i.e. a class,
following specific rules for its consequences. c) in macro-level in
which they perceived the game and the problem it deals with as
a single system consisted of interconnected classes and instances
that follow specific rules, not only internally, but also with relations
amongst them. One such rule could be that "the effect of healthy
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Figure 5: Distribution of the critical incidents coded as micro-mid-macro level between the 3 stages of the study.

Table 1: Critical Incident 1

Student Transcript

Mary Hey! This movie decreases the money only a bit and increases too much the customers and the
entertainment. Why did we do it like that? The game is too easy

Irene And this one has only negative consequences. It doesn’t make sense, no one will choose it. We must
balance the game.

Mary We can think of some rules for the consequences like the ones for the foods in the original game
Irene Oh! Yeah! For example, the newest movies will cost more but will bring you customers while the old

movies will do the opposite.
Mary Ok. Let’s write these rules down and create some categories. Then we will change the values in the

database accordingly

food choices to ’customers_per_day’ parameter is inversely pro-
portional to that of "unhealthy food choices". In this level, all game
choices and rules are bound together, creating the final system that
forms the gameplay experience. This level required the highest
level of computational abstraction.

In the retrospective analysis, we tried to identify patterns of the
different levels concerning the student role in the game and the
offered affordances. According to the diagram in Figure 5, when
students played the game, in the first part, they approached the
choices mostly in micro- or mid- levels. Most of them focused on
making a suitable choice for each round, ignoring the system as a
whole. This changed progressively first when they fixed the game
bugs, where we can see an equal distribution between the three
levels, and then when they redesigned the game, where we can see
working mostly in the macro level. It seems that the progressive
engagement with the system elements through game modding,
enhanced student understanding of the represented system and
helped them transform their thinking from lower to higher levels
of abstraction.

Critical incident 1 (Table 1) shows a moment of transition be-
tween levels in the 3rd stage. Students from group 2 had created a
game that dealt with the management of a cinema, and the player
had to choose the movies it would play each week. At the time
of the incident, students had chosen the movies’ values randomly,

making micro-level modifications. The values were correct, in tech-
nical terms, but they did not simulate the required issue adequately.
Students started thinking in system terms only when they tested
the game and realized that the individual choices do not create
a meaningful system. In lines 3 and 5, as Mary attempts to solve
this problem, she transitions from micro to macro-level reasoning.
She suggests Irene create general movie categories that follow spe-
cific rules of consequences (macro-abstract level) before changing
the values in the database (micro-specific level). Children use the
computational idea of "class" in a way that is meaningful for them,
that is to create choices categories. They gradually change their
perception of game choices from individual elements to instances
of a particular class.

4.2 Adapt the game to personal values
One common strategy developed by all students was to express and
test personal ideas through game modding in order to understand
the represented problem. In contrast to positivistic simulations,
ChoiCo games involve both objective and subjective values thatmay
be perceived and interpreted differently by different individuals. For
instance, the rule that some foods are not so popular and decrease
customers’ number is an assumption based on the game designer’s
social and cultural background. In the data analysis, we noticed that
children tended to doubt the game values and rules, externalizing
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Table 2: Critical Incident 2

Student Transcript Comments or screenshot

Susan What about Spaghetti Carbonara? Refers to a note for modification they had written while
playing the game

Kate Oh yes! I love this food! Let’s change it to increase the
"Healthy Food" field instead of decreasing it

Susan Yes, and not to decrease any of the resources
Kate And. . .I will make it to increase customers even more

because it is my favourite food.

Table 3: Critical Incident 3

Student Transcript

Susan Wait a minute... We can select Spaghetti Carbonara unlimited times without losing.
Kate This isn’t good for the game, right?
Susan Well. . .Maybe Carbonara is not that healthy after all. . .
Kate And its selection must decrease the resources . . . That’s the game logic; when you sell the food the resources are

decreased

their views on the topic through peer discussion. 33 incidents were
coded as "personal criteria", indicating that students expressed a
personal view or idea on the game issue. The retrospective analysis
showed a connection between most of these incidents and later
critical incidents related to children modifications to the game
system. This was also confirmed by students’ justifications for their
modifications, such as "to make the gamemore realistic" or "because
we did not agree with the game values".

Critical incidents in tables 2 and 3 show a relevant example that
occurred in group 3. In the first incident (table 2), the two girls mod-
ify the game consequences of "Spaghetti Carbonara" according to
their personal preferences and ignoring any other system patterns
or rules. Incident 3 (table 3) occurred later when they tested the
game. In incident 3, we can see both students having a system-based
analysis of the same game choice that emerged from unbalanced
gameplay (we can select it unlimited times). Susan reconsiders her
opinion on how healthy the food is as it looks at it compared to all
other game choices. In contrast to incident 2, Kate now approaches
the game as a unit, describing a system rule that she had not realized
before (line 4).

The authoring tools of ChoiCo enabled them to infuse these views
into the game and explore their consequences on multiple levels. In
some cases, their personal views came in conflict with the system
rules. By discussing the conflict, children understood and discussed
complex aspects of the game topic, such as healthy/unhealthy foods.

4.3 Balancing the ’half-baked’ system
The codes analysis revealed a strong relationship between the idea
of "system balance" and student understanding of the simulated
problem as a system. More precisely, most critical incidents re-
lated to children’s computational thinking or understanding of the
game issue occurred when they tried to solve a system balance
issue, either as players or as designers. As game players, all chil-
dren progressively developed the gameplay strategy of searching
for and following choices patterns that led to game balance. The
development of this strategy raised discussions about the game
socio-scientific issue and its systemic nature. Questions and solu-
tions like "Why some foods increase customers and some not?",
"How can we balance profit with quality for as long as possible",
"What are the best resources to choose from, organic but expensive
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Table 4: Critical Incident 4

Student Transcript Comments or screenshot

Clair So, how can we make the animal and vegetable supplies more balanced? They
were decreasing very fast. . .

John Let’s look at the database [. . .] See there are too many choices that decrease
the supplies and too little that increase them. So, we have to add more choices
to the "supplies room".

John sorts the database by the field
"Animal products supplies".

Clair Or. . . we can keep the same number of choices in the supplies room and
increase their impact on the two fields [she means "animal product supplies"
and "vegetable supplies" fields]. In that way, making one or two choices will
balance the loss.

John Yes. That is better. And it makes more sense. Because, in reality, one usually
buys large amounts of supplies at once.

or low quality but cheaper?" "We should try balancing the cost of
the resources with the dishes we sell", were commonly detected in
the analysis of the student gameplay phase. These are all real-world
dilemmas that children expressed through the gameplay and solved
by tinkering with the game system elements.

An essential role in this process had the engineered bugs of the
half-baked game that created an imbalanced situation. All teams
detected the emerged inconsistency in the game system and then
fixed it by modifying the database and reprogramming the game
rules. Six out of eight students mentioned the gameplay balance as
one of their initial reasons to modify the game. During game mod-
ding and design, children faced the problem of system balance for
creating meaningful gameplay. As meaningful gameplay, we coded
any students’ attempt to balance the game in terms of difficulty,
realism, and fun/engagement. This game balance process involved
applying computational practices, such as pattern recognition and
abstraction, from a systemic perspective. In critical incident4 (Table
4), students from group 1, try to fix an inconsistency they detected
while playing the original half-baked game. They develop two differ-
ent solutions to balance the emerging issue, both involving central
concepts of systems thinking. Additionally, in the last line, John
compares the game to a similar real-life situation and chooses to
apply the most realistic solution to fix the problem.

4.4 Prediction and handling of events
A central part of constructing a meaningful simulation game was
predicting the system evolution and flow for different choice se-
quences. According to the analysis of relevant code occurrences
in the data, we detected that students developed three strategies
to understand and control the system flow: a) test their games for
diverse gameplay scenarios b) create internal mathematical models
in the consequences table and c) program new rules for handling
certain events that may emerge. Table 5 shows a categorization of
flow handling rules created by the students giving each category an
example. The creation of such rules usually involved the utilization
of all three affordances of ChoiCo environment.

4.5 Role of the computational affordances
The three affordances of the ChoiCo environment, namely map
design, data access and editing and block-based programming of

system rules and events, had a crucial role in the development of
children computational strategies. In the data analysis, we identi-
fied different "usage schemas" developed by the children for each
of the affordances. As "usage schema" we considered a pattern of
affordance utilization that affected student computational practice
development [7]. As shown in Table 6, children exploited all three
affordances to explore and understand the simulation game’s as-
pects and experiment with modifications to different system parts.
In some cases, the combination of two affordances helped students
develop a computational practice or understand the socio-scientific
issue’s complex idea. For instance, students predicted the game
state for different choices scenarios by utilizing data access and
programming together. The interconnected representations of the
game parameters offered by the two affordances, i.e. as database
fields and as code variables, enabled children to understand the
variation of their values over time along with their upper and lower
limits.

5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The presented study aimed to explore computational thinking prac-
tices beyond the fields of computer science and STEM, by connect-
ing them with socio-scientific issues through the systems lens. To
achieve that, we examined children activity as they played and mod-
ified choice-driven simulation games representing socio-scientific
issues in the digital tool "ChoiCo". Our method was framed by a
combination of constructionist learning theory [1] and game mod-
ding [26], a game developing technique with social dimensions.
The qualitative data analysis revealed aspects of children activity
showing the value but also the complexity of approaching compu-
tational thinking in an integrated context that combines cognitive,
social and critical perspectives [13]. Below we discuss three of these
aspects in relation to the three research questions (RQ) of the study.

Concerning the first RQ, the results showed that students ap-
proached the problem through a system perspective that differs
from sequential approach of many computational activities. By
looking at the four presented strategies, we see that they used
computational practices and concepts which either are not very
commonly spotted in sequential programming paradigms, or they
are expressed in different ways. Examples of the first are the con-
cept of system state and the practice of optimization which are
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Table 5: Types of rules created by the children

Rule category (code) Description Example No of detections

Warnings Program a warning action relevant to the
system to appear to the player when specific
"warning" conditions are met

when quality is below 7 appear
an informative warning
message and play a sound
(Group 3)

32

Game action after a user
event

Program an action onto the system structure
that will occur when an event is detected

If the player selects a particular
movie change the background
(Group 2)

18

Game action when a
particular condition is met

Program an action onto the system structure
that will occur when an event is detected

If the player quality is below 5
and customers below 10,
change the background or
activate a ’hidden’ choice
(Group 1)

11

A math model between
two fields (system
parameters)

Create a mathematical relation between the
consequences of 2 or more fields that
applies to all choices

customers = (entertainment +
quality) /2 (Group 2)

4

Random events Create a rule with randomness that affects
the game flow

Every time the player selects
an unhealthy food, there is a
60% chance to lose the game
due to customer poisoning
(Group 2)

3

Table 6: Usage schemas of ChoiCo’s computational affordances

Affordance Usage Schema CT Practice (s)

Map design Explore patterns in game choices-consequences system patterns, abstraction
Visualize and organize game information (data) abstraction, data communication

Data access and editing Insert and modify game consequences and parameters
(fields)

data handling

Compare and correlate consequences and parameters
(fields)

system patterns, abstraction

Predict game outcome in different choices scenarios event handling, system state
Programming of system rules and
events

Compare and handle game parameters (fields) event handling, system feedback
Predict game outcome in different choices scenarios event handling, system state
Intervene in the game behaviour during gameplay system design, system design
Communicate with the player (e.g. warning messages,
sounds)

system feedback, system design

rarely detected in relevant studies [12, 28]. An example of the lat-
ter is the practice of abstraction, which here students perceived
it as working in different levels of the game system [33], while in
Logo-based environment may understand it through the Logo pro-
cedures [4, 19], or in object-oriented programming environments,
like Alice, through the concept of objects [6]. The way students
explored abstraction, helped them realize how a small change in
one level may significantly affect the level above. This perception
is crucial for taking responsible actions in complicated systems
like those of the real world. The same can be observed for other
practices such as data and pattern recognition. In order to achieve a
transdisciplinary integration of CT, it would be useful to strengthen
our knowledge of how children develop CT practices and concepts

in diverse problem-solving approaches and how different compu-
tational designs, e.g. Logo-like, object-oriented and system-based,
can be utilized in complementary ways.

A second aspect of student activity, that responds to RQ2, was
that the development of the four strategies occurred while students
tried to analyze, interpret and deal with the socio-scientific issue of
the game. Wilensky and his team, with Net Logo simulations, have
shown that systems thinking, when implemented through compu-
tational tools, can help students observe and learn about complex
scientific phenomena in STEM fields [33]. This study showed that
it can also be a vehicle for understanding and reflecting on contro-
versial and multifaced problems with socio-cultural dimensions. By
using different levels of abstractions for instance, students discussed
how choices of an individual (micro-level) can affect, in retrospect,
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the values of the overall system (macro-level). It also went further
from analyzing the system evolution, to questioning the systems
itself and developing a critical attitude towards its values through
gamemodding. The half-baked design allowed students to approach
the game as a "fallible" artifact and an object-to-think with [24],
instead of an indisputable object-to-use. It seems that the “critical
gaming modding”, as discussed in this paper, could contribute to the
recent efforts of supporting children to use computation as a means
to criticize and reflect about current societal issues but also about
popular technology, including games, and the biases it may carries
from its designers [13, 20, 23]. Future studies on children playing
and modifying half-baked ChoiCo, or other similar games, about
SSI like business ethics, sustainable living, or migration, could give
us further insights on this approach.

Regarding the 3rd RQ, the results showed that the three intercon-
nected ChoiCo affordances, i.e. map design, data editing and block-
based programming, provided students access to different system
parts and computational concepts that may have not been accessi-
ble before. For instance, block-based programming, in conjunction
with data access in the database, enhanced the development of
system optimization strategies and handling of events difficult to
be predicted only with programming. Moreover, the programming
of data that were also visualized on the interactive map-scene, al-
lowed students to interpret data structures and classes in a social
context. A recent study of Litts et al also showed that programming
of location-based games helped students to utilize computational
concepts in a sociocultural context of their local community [23].
Maybe therefore, the meaningful and didactical integration of high-
level programming with other computational affordances, such as
data visualization, big databases, CAD tools etc, could open up
the way for an transdisciplinary and holistic development of CT
practices.

Finally, the research revealed some limitations that should be
taken into consideration. The black-boxing in ChoiCo’s program-
ming language, which lacks more advanced features such as arrays
and lists, prevented students from implementing some creative
modding ideas that would probably had enhanced their computa-
tional thinking skills. A careful redesign of ChoiCo transparency
without losing its systems analysis focus, could reveal more about
children’s strategies and lift the ceiling of the simulation games
they can create. Moreover, it is important to strengthen the cur-
rent results with further empirical studies involving also students
with different socio-cultural backgrounds. Despite these limitations,
the results of this study sed some light on how integrated designs,
such as ChoiCo, and transformative approaches like “critical game
modding”, can be utilized to engage children of all ages critically
and meaningfully with complex, dynamic and multifaced socio-
scientific issues of the society.
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SELECTION AND PARTICIPATION OF CHILDREN

The presented studies were conducted as voluntary after-school
activities in a Junior High School. The researchers had issued an
official approval by the university ethics committee for educational
research. A schoolteacher announced the activities to students
and their parents with a letter describing the research aims, the
activities and the data collection processes. Interested students and
their parents were asked to give their permission to participate and
to data collection of screen and audio recording, interviews and
questionnaires. All students and parents agreed. Students answered
the questionnaires on school computers. During the transcriptions,
all data of student’s identity were removed or replaced with aliases.
The data are stored in the servers of the university and can be
provided only after a written request explaining the intention of
use.
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